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Reciprocity is an accepted aspect of the laws of treaties and a recognized 

element of state responsibility. “No state is obliged by customary international 

law to remain passive when another state takes action inimical to its legally 

protected interests.”1 Countermeasures are likewise a recognized act of 

enforcement in international law, and the International Law Commission 

draft on the subject reads: 

The wrongfulness of an act of a State not in conformity with 

an international obligation towards another State is precluded 

if and to the extent that the act constitutes a countermeasure 

taken against the latter State.2 

A material breach of a treaty by one party even enables the other party to 

“invoke it as a ground for suspending the operation of the treaty in whole 

or in part.”3
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that it lacks any such aspect of reciprocity.4 Soldiers are taught that the legal 
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violates them. The principle behind this rule is that even if the enemy were, 

for instance, to commit genocide or conduct bestial acts against innocent 

civilians, such behavior would not justify similar reciprocal behavior by the 

opposing state. The rationale behind the rule of denying reciprocity is to 
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support from the increasing tendency to blur the distinction between IHL 
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and the human rights law. It is universally accepted that human rights norms 

are absolute and reciprocity is irrelevant. People are entitled to such rights 

by virtue of their humanity and not by virtue of reciprocity, state behavior, 

the existence of an international element, or even state recognition of such 

rights. However, it is worth questioning whether this lofty principle of the 

absence of reciprocity has in fact contributed to the protection of civilians 
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Traditionally, one of the factors motivating armed forces to comply with 

IHL has been the element of reciprocity, both in its positive and negative 

sense. Positive, for example, because decent and correct treatment of enemy 

civilians, the wounded, and POWs is likely to encourage the enemy to behave 

in a similar fashion. Negative in the sense that if, for example, one side to 
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will not receive a high standard of treatment should they be captured.

The question of reciprocity becomes particularly salient in an armed 
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prompts a blending of IHL and human rights law. However, a disturbing result 

of this merger is that international human rights organizations tend at times 

to presume automatically that any civilian death caused by a regular army 
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(and thus implicitly excusing) civilian deaths caused by irregular forces to 

inferior weapons or the exigencies of power asymmetry vis-à-vis their better-

equipped and more organized state adversary. Similarly, it is often claimed 

that it is legitimate for irregular forces to attack the “soft underbelly” of 

their enemy, namely civilians. The effect that merging of human rights law 

with IHL has in this phenomena is the presumption against the state’s right 

to use force (which is very limited under human rights law), and an intuitive 

(but false) sense that states are subject to more stringent rules.

At the same time, there is little utility in analyzing what rules of international 

law are applicable to terrorist groups, although this issue is debated much 

in academic journals. The very raison d’être of armed groups using terror 
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and humanitarian behavior. It is highly unlikely that the late Osama Bin 

Laden or his colleagues consulted legal textbooks on international law prior 

to engaging in their nefarious activities.
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Thus the question remains as to what legal measures states can use to 

deter acts of terrorism.5 The UN General Assembly has declared that acts of 
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of a political, philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious or other 

nature that may be invoked to justify them.”6 Over the years, the international 

legal community has created an impressive network of treaties that require 

states to prosecute or extradite persons who have committed acts of terrorism. 

The reality, however, is that there has been a dearth of actual prosecutions. 

By its nature, the International Criminal Court can deal with very few cases 
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on the principle of universal jurisdiction seems to have been used mainly 

as a political tool to demonize Israel and the US, rather than to prosecute 

individuals from groups that deliberately target civilians.

Democratic states are faced with the question of what measures of 

enforcement can be legally applied against irregular forces that deliberately 

target civilians. Such forces exploit the fact that the regular army of a 
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Council has recognized that in addition to criminal prosecutions, states 

have a right of self-defense against terrorism – a right that includes the use 

of armed force.7 The International Court of Justice gave its opinion that a 

right of self-defense exists only if the attack comes from the territory of 

another state. There has, however, been strident academic criticism of this 

legal opinion, and it is reasonable to assume that a right of self-defense 

exists against terrorist attacks even if the attack does not emanate from a 

foreign state. At what point the right of self-defense kicks in would seem 

to be dependent on the scale and intensity of the hostilities.
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that deliberately attacks civilians, the question then arises as to whether that 

state can take countermeasures that would otherwise be illegal in order to 

prevent further attacks against its civilians. It can be argued that the laws 

of war are inadequate when they attempt to address a situation where one 

party, which is a regular army, implements the laws of war while the other 

party, which is not a regular army, deliberately acts against the laws of war 

and bases its military tactics on the exploitation of the fact that the state 

adversary facing it abides by this legal framework. International law, and 

in particular IHL, has very limited means of enforcement, and the desire 
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for mutuality is one of the elements that motivates hostile parties to respect 
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Acts of retaliation in the form of conduct which would otherwise 

be unlawful, resorted to by one belligerent against enemy 

personnel or property for acts of warfare committed by the 

other belligerent in violation of the laws of war, for the purpose 

of enforcing future compliance with the recognized rules of 

civilized warfare.8

It has been argued that it was the fear of reprisals in kind that led the Axis 

States to refrain from using poison gas during the Second World War. By way 

of another example, the Third Geneva Convention requires the release of all 

prisoners at the end of “active hostilities.”9 The language of the Convention 

does not authorize states to demand reciprocity with regard to the release 

of prisoners, yet common sense dictates reciprocity, and indeed that is what 

happens in practice. The International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) 

has never demanded from one state that it release prisoners except against 

a reciprocal release by the other party involved.
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to reject the legality of reprisals. The modern rule, included in the 1977 Protocol 

to the Geneva Conventions (Protocol I), is that “attacks against the civilian 

population or civilians by way of reprisals are prohibited.”10 According to 

the International Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia, “the bulk of 

this body of law lays down absolute obligations, namely obligations that 

are unconditional or in other words not based on reciprocity.”11

At the same time, the outlawing of reprisals against civilians may not be 

as clear cut as would appear. The right to carry out acts of reprisal – apart 

from a number of absolute prohibitions such as the murder of prisoners 

of war12 – has been recognized in the past, and was the legal basis to the 
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the Second World War.

The 1949 Geneva Conventions did not reject reprisal actions against civilians 

in enemy territory, and the modern rule quoted above is an innovation.13 

During the debate at the diplomatic conference that drafted Protocol I, 

some states expressed reservations as to the prohibition on acts of reprisal 
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against civilian targets. The US representative remarked that “by denying 

the possibility of a response and not offering any workable substitute, the 

Protocol is unrealistic and, in that respect, cannot be expected to withstand 

&'"#&"/&#$%#%)&)."#+.(",#*$!3-*&>L14 One leading academic commentary states 

that customary and “existing conventional law does not prohibit reprisals 

against enemy combatants and enemy civilians in territory controlled by 

the enemy.”15#A'"!#&'"#O.-&-/'#<$;".!("!&#.+&-C",#@.$&$*$1#74#-&#+,,",#+#

reservation stating that the UK retains the right to attack the enemy’s civilians 

or civilian targets in reprisal against such attacks against it, solely in order 

to force the enemy to cease from such attacks. The reservation adds that 

such attacks can only be undertaken after the enemy has been warned, and 

that the decision to carry out an act of reprisal must be made at the highest 

levels.16#F'-/#."/".;+&-$!#-/#."3"*&",#-!#&'"#$.,".#%$)!,#-!#&'"#O.-&-/'#J.(=#

Manual whereby reprisals “may not be undertaken by UK armed forces 

without prior authorization at the highest level of government,” thus clearly 

not rejecting the actual legality of acts of reprisal.17 Germany and Italy 

also added a statement that was similar to the British reservation, though 

couched in vaguer terms and not in the form of a reservation. The German 

and Italian statements assert that they retain the right to respond to an attack 

on civilians with all the means allowed to them by international law.18 No 

state sent an objection to the British reservation.

This silence is especially meaningful since during the diplomatic 
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Article promulgating the rule itself regarding the defense of citizens is so 

important that reservations to it should not be permitted. The International 

Criminal Tribunal for the former Yugoslavia examined the legality of reprisal 

acts against civilians and eventually rejected the legality, but commented 

that, inter alia, “the protection of civilians and civilian objects provided by 

modern international law may cease entirely or be reduced or suspended ... 

at least according to some authorities, when civilians may legitimately be 

the object of reprisals.”19 The Tribunal added “that at any rate, even when 

considered lawful, reprisals are restricted.”20 The Tribunal proceeded to give 

details of the conditions for permitting acts of reprisal.21

It is thus clear that the innovative prohibition against acts of reprisal is 

not considered a rule of jus cogens (a customary rule that is immutable and 

inalienable and thus not subject to exceptions), and is not considered by 

some as representing customary law.22 The ICRC study on the customary 
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into custom, but rather refers to “the trend towards outlawing reprisals.”23 

The Tallinn Manual on the International Law Applicable to Cyber Warfare 

also reaches the conclusion that although certain objects (e.g., medical units) 

enjoy immunity from being the object of reprisals, no blanket prohibition 

on reprisals exists.24 International legal scholar Yoram Dinstein argues that:

If Contracting State A commits atrocities against the civilian 

population of Contracting State B, the latter is not allowed to 

retaliate in kind against the civilian population of State A. But 
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military or political proposition. Since the Protocol does not 

provide State B with any practical alternative response, what 

is likely to happen is that Article 51, Para. 6 will remain a dead 

letter and – notwithstanding the paragraph’s lucid language –

State B will resort to belligerent reprisals against the civilians 

of State A.25

However, cogent arguments can be made against allowing reprisals. A 

reprisal means deliberately killing civilians not participating in hostilities in 

order to pressure terrorists and other violators; in other words, reprisals are 

a form of collective punishment. Frits Kalshoven points out the “dubious 
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indifferent to their own civilian losses, and indeed welcome such losses 

as part of their “lawfare” against democratic societies.26 Furthermore, the 

ICRC recalls that “on the pretext that their own population had been hit by 

attacks carried out by the adversary, [the Second World War belligerents] 

went so far, by way of reprisals, as to wage war almost indiscriminately, 

and this resulted in countless civilian victims.”27 Allowing reprisals against 

civilians can clearly become a slippery slope, reducing the arguments about 

legality to “who started it.”

Israel has never had a policy of deliberately attacking civilian targets as 

an act of reprisal, and it is not suggested that this policy should be changed. 

In one of his rulings former president of the Israel Supreme Court Aharon 
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backs.” Israel can be proud of belonging to that small group of states that 
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examining how far IHL allows vigorous action where terrorists deliberately 

use civilians as human shields. One avenue that may be explored is to 

interpret the terms “civilians” and “civilian targets” in a narrower sense than 

is currently adopted by the ICRC. The destruction of governing executive 
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the attacking party. Clearly, obviously civilian institutions such as health, 

welfare, or justice institutions are not included here. Ingrid Detter writes 

that “it is questionable whether government buildings are excluded under 

any clear rule of law from enemy attack.”28 The ICRC also recognizes that 

a factory that produces for the civilian market can provide support for a 

military effort, and therefore, there is a military advantage to be gained by 

its destruction.29 

In a draft version presented to the diplomatic conference that drew up 

the 1977 Protocols to the 1949 Geneva Convention, the ICRC suggested 
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were planned for the civilian population, “except if they are used mainly 

in support of the military effort.”30#F'"#7KRK#,"C!-&-$!#,-,#!$&#."1+&"#&$#

government institutions.31 The ICRC draft was not accepted and the version 

that was accepted stated, in the negative, that a civilian object target is not 

a military target.32 Protocol I states, “In case of doubt whether an object 

which is normally dedicated to civilian purposes, such as a place of worship, 

a house or other dwelling or a school, is being used to make an effective 

contribution to military action, it shall be presumed not to be so used.”33 

The list of civilian objects that possess civilian status does not include 

broadcasting stations, means of transport, or government institutions.34 An 
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concerning the protection of cultural places, that notes that cultural treasures 

may not be stored near “industrial centers, an aerodrome, broadcasting 

station, establishment engaged upon work of national defense, a port or 

railway station of relative importance or a main line of communication.”35 

It could be well argued that such objects are legitimate targets, and even if 

not, they would be legitimate objects for reprisals, thus making a distinction 

between reprisals against semi-civilian governing bodies and reprisals against 

civilians and indisputably civilian objects.
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Conclusion
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civilians without adopting the very tactics they are trying to deter. In accordance 

with customary law, in the past reprisals against civilians were accepted as 
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and being used only to force the enemy to desist from attacking one’s own 

civilians. Modern IHL tends to prohibit all reprisals. By their very nature 

reprisals entail applying collective punishment to innocent civilians, and a 

policy of reprisals is vulnerable to abuse and is often ineffective.
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rarely applied possibility of post factum criminal prosecution has not proved 
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as legitimate targets, and certainly legitimate objects for reprisals aimed at 

deterring terrorist attacks against civilians.
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